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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

ALL NEW PRÓIS® ULTRA BACK COUNTRY SHIRT DELIVERS NEW LEVELS OF

PERFORMANCE AND FUNCTION
Latest Addition to Signature Ultra Series Packed with Unparalleled Features For Hunters on the Move

Próis® Hunting and Field Apparel has been raising the bar for great-fitting, ʻultraʼ-performing apparel that gives serious

female hunters a competitive edge in the field.  And now the company is taking its innovation one step further with the

launch of the latest addition to its Ultra series that does it all: the Próis Ultra Back Country™ shirt.  This incredible piece

of gear is tailor-made for the female hunter with technical design features that blend the highest levels of form and

function in order to enhance performance.

Crafted with an athletic cut and featuring a lightweight, whisper quiet design, the sleek and comfortable Próis Ultra Back

Country is the ultimate hunting shirt for serious female hunters on the move.  Próisʼ ingenious use of 100% polyester

birds eye wicking fabric (a staple used in the Próis Ultra line) actually wicks moisture away from your skin, keeping

you warm when itʼs cool and cool when itʼs warm — a brilliant feature for when facing changing weather conditions in

the field.

Perhaps the most compelling facet of the Próis Ultra Back Country shirt is its incredibly functional 3-compartment easy-

access lumbar pocket.  It conveniently houses important gear such as hats, gloves or game calls — perfect for keeping

your hands free and focused on the hunt at hand.  Plus, should cold-weather kick in, a simple toss of a heat-activated

handwarmer into the 3-compartment pocket will provide hours of continued heated action — keeping you warm,

focused and hunting hard.

The Próis Ultra Back Country shirt features a convenient neck zipper to allow venting when the weather gets warm.

Wearers also love its unique thumbholes at the cuff line which are ideal for layering, as well as further enhancing

precision of movement.

The Próis Ultra Back Country shirt is ultra soft and snag resistant and comes in a wide range of sizes from XS through

XL, to provide a perfect fit for hunters of any size.  Itʼs available in Realtree AP HD®, Advantage Max-1 HD® and, for

those who wish to wear it while in their hunting blind as well as around town, black with camo trim.  And, like all Próis

gear, itʼs proudly manufactured in the U.S.A.
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For more information about the new Próis Ultra Back Country shirt or any other garments in Próisʼ innovative line of

serious, high- performance huntwear for real women, contact: Próis Hunting and Field Apparel, 28001-B US Highway

50, Gunnison, CO 81230 · (970) 641-3355 · Or visit www.próishunting.com.
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